Economics

Worksheet 21.5
Trade and Protectionism CYO DRQ
*Create Your Own Data Response Question (Paper 2)
Purpose:
In order to better understand protectionism (as well as the nature of Data Response Tests) find an
article that deals with a related issue (tariffs, quotas, rationales for protectionism) using articles at from
your own research. Then write sample data response questions, just like Paper 2 in your exams.
Secondary purpose: You may find that this article would be useful for an Internal Assessment. Make
sure the article is current and fits IA guidelines, just in case.
Requirements:
1. Create a data response question that will accompany an article of your choosing:
a. Find an article that is related to one of the concepts of protectionism
b. Copy that article into your document, with appropriate citation
c. Create four questions that directly relate to the article
i. One question should be a two-part question that asks for definition of two economic terms
(2 points each)
ii. One question should ask for a diagram or calculation and explanation of some issue in the
extract (4 marks)
iii. One question should ask for a diagram or calculation and/or explanation of some issue in
the extract (4 marks)
iv. One question should ask for students to evaluate an idea or set of ideas and draw upon
outside knowledge of the topic (8 marks)
2. a. Assign mark values to your questions that add up to 20
b. Create a mark scheme of required and possible answers
i. Mark scheme should include bullet pointed answers, fitting IB style
ii. Full diagrams or calculations should be included for questions b) and c)
iii. The mark scheme bullet points for question d) should include many of the most likely
possible ways to answer the question.
●

Article and data response questions are due at the beginning of the next class

      

        

   

Economics
Helpful Hints:
●
Potential topics could include:
○ Tariffs
○ Quotas
○ Subsidies
○ VERs
○ Administrative barriers
○ Rationales for/against protectionism
○ WTO
Expectations:
●
All questions will be well thought out and appropriate
●
Data response products will be a valuable study tool for our class to use

      

        

   

